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Designing Future CMPs
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 Number of cores scale up ⇒ design complexity of CMPs 
increase
 Memory and NoC (uncore) design space has extensive design 

configurations

 Important to explore the space of the uncore as quickly as possible

 Current infrastructure in the industry
 Execution-driven and Trace-driven simulators running multi-threaded 

applications

 Execution-driven simulators
 Simulate full instructions ⇒ High Simulation Complexity

 Some examples: Gem5, Sniper, Zsim

 Trace-driven simulators
 Discussed next

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SynchroTrace is a framework for lightweight multi-core simulations using traces of multithreaded applications The motivation for this work was the fact that future CMPs are going to have large number of cores (500-1,000)As the number of cores scale up you are going to have a huge design complexity, especially for the uncore design space.You find that the cores themselves will not be as complex as the uncore - increasingly important to explore the space of the uncore as quickly as possible.Current infrastructure in industry use execution driven simulators to do multi-threaded applications, They simulate full instructions which result in very high simulation complexity. Some examples are gem5, Sniper and Zsim.Execution driven simulation run a program that is functionally correct and showing that you get the correct results and this results in extra complexity as well.



Revisiting Trace-based Simulation

 Benefits
 Reduced simulation 

complexity
 Order of magnitude 

speedup!
 Potential scalability and 

Portability
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 Challenge for multi-threaded
applications:
 Modeling non-determinism in 1) 

Capture and 2) Replay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An alternative is trace-based simulation; the idea is to capture a trace of the execution the first time and after that playback the trace through architecture models to estimate the cost of the design.Usually the first step is done using the simulators themselves and subsequent DSE studies use the trace which ends up being much simpler.Reduced simulation complexity. Large speed up of simulation, potential for scalability, inherently portable (captured on 1 machine and played in any other machine)Challenge modeling non-determinism in both capture and replay portions in trace based framework.



Thread Non-Determinism: Capture
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During capture, Thread 0 entered critical section first, followed by Thread 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example thread 0 and 1 go through the same section of code between two barriers. Thread 0 is quicker through section A. It arrives at a synchronization point and needs to acquire a mutex, which typically protects a critical section. Thread 0 acquires the mutex and enters the critical section B. Thread 1 is still waiting to get the mutex after thread 0. Thread 0 completes the critical section and releases the mutex and thread 1 gets into the critical section.Thread 0 proceeds to section C and finally we hit the second barrier when both threads are done with all the work in the particular barrier region meaning the segment of code between the two barriers that you see here. This is the thread interleaving at capture. It’s basically just the ordering which the threads arrive at the critical section.In this example thread 0 reached critical section first. Next step is to replay of course.



Thread Non-Determinism: Replay
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affect which design you select!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two scenarios, 1) capture order is enforced, 2) not enforced. This time thread 0 takes longer to get through section A but since we enforce the capture order we have to let thread 1 wait even though it went through section A first.If we don’t enforce the capture order thread 1 enters the critical section and thread 0 waits for a very small amount of time, it enters the critical section, and the overall amount of time to get through the barrier region is shorter.The correct approach is not enforcing the capture order because it reflects how a multi-threaded program should behave. Any thread that reaches the critical section first should be allowed to enter.Enforcing can affect the design you select because it affects the estimated execution time.Existing frameworks do enforce the capture order and this is because they capture dependencies in the critical sections, they basically capture communication between threads and force those that communication's dependencies.



Thread Non-Determinism: Cause
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[4] A. Rico et al. Trace-driven simulation of 
multithreaded applications. ISPASS ‘11.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example in the critical section during capture thread 0 wrote a shared variable A and thread 1 read that shared variable and this causes a dependency between the two threads through A. Now this is a false dependency because a critical section does not care who came and wrote the variable first. And thus enforcing these dependencies will cause you to enforce the capture order and falsely estimate the time taken to do the work in that particular barrier region. And this point is supported by existing work as well.



Prior Work in Multi-threaded Traces
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 PinPlay [5]

 Captures each thread’s execution into ‘Pinballs’
 A framework for deterministic replay

 Trace-driven simulation of multithreaded 
applications [4]

 Execution-driven for Threading API
 Trace-driven for serial portions of applications
 Complex Source-to-Source transformations

[4] A. Rico et al. Trace-driven simulation of multithreaded applications. ISPASS ‘11.
[5] H. Patil et al. Pinplay: A framework for deterministic replay and reproducible analysis of parallel 
programs. CGO ’10.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pinplay is a framework that captures thread execution and its deterministic replay and traces have dependencies embedded in them and will suffer from this enforcing of capture order.Some other prior work also attempt to do trace driven simulations in multi-threaded applications however we found their framework quite complex and it also required source code changes; during the replay they have an execution driven model for handling synchronization.So its trace driven for serial portions of application and execution driven for the synchronization events; which ends up making it a very complex infrastructure to use. Furthermore in their work (paper) they evaluated only with 1 benchmark.



SynchroTrace
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 Two Step Methodology:

 Capture – Multi-threaded Event-Trace Capture

 Replay – Event-Trace Replay Framework

 Goal – Accurate, scalable design space 
exploration using trace-based simulation of 
multi-threaded applications.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our methodology is also capturing and replaying but there are some distinct differences in the capture and replay portion which we will discuss next.So the goal of SynchroTrace is to get accurate, scalable and fast design space exploration using trace-based simulation of multi-threaded applications.
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Rd 
A

Sigil: Thread Computation & 
Communication
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I'll discuss the capture section first. The basis for the capture framework is the Sigil tool which previously discussed capturing communication between threads. Essentially it divides the work done by the application into computation and communication events and maintains a separate log for each thread in the application because each thread can make progress in parallel.A computation event encapsulates all the work done by a thread local to itself. All the thread local work is captured in computation events.Every computation event has at most 1 memory operation and a number of compute operations SINCE the last memory operation.A communication event is established in this example were thread 1 reads a particular address A that thread 0 wrote.So communication events establish edges between threads while computation events are work local to that particular thread.We are still missing synchronization here.



Intercepting Synchronization
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this is the next step. We extended this basic infrastructure to also capture synchronization.Synchronization usually manifests as calls to threading API functions and Sigil which is based on Valgrind has the ability to intercept function calls. What we did we used an infrastructure to intercept calls to threading API functions and redirected to our own function.Here is an example of that if you encounter a pthread barrier for instance while thread 1 is executing it calls sigils barrier function which registers that a barrier event happened along with the barrier address.This is done because you don't want to capture the traffic inside the synchronization call, you just want to capture the fact that the synchronization call occurred.In the trace for this thread 1 we just embedded the fact that the synchronization event happened and that synchronization event was a barrier. So while waiting at the barrier we don’t want to capture the R/W/C traffic and we call the original barrier function itself so that the functionality is maintained and is correct, and once we return from the barrier then we exit the barrier and turn on the monitor again.So this intercept mechanism allows us to embedded synchronization events and we can capture a number of synchronization events.



Extending Event Traces to Capture 
Synchronization
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Presentation Notes
Here is another example if there are two thread and they participate in a barrier we record:the barrier event and the traces for both events and we also capture mutex lock and unlock synchronization events in the particular threads where they occur, and of course we also capture the address of the mutex lock so that we know which threads participate and which have to wait on the mutex during the replay.



Multi-threaded Trace Events
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 Event
 Combination of contiguous computation or communication

 Events in detail:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that is a quick introduction to the trace capture. Here is an example what the trace event looks like. Specifically the computation, synchronization, and communication events.Computation event contains the event number in the trace, and various counts. It also contains the actual adresses that are written and adresses that are read as well.This is only for unique adresses, if you repeadedly read and adress you only need to store the adress once and just increment the memory write or read count.Communication event also holds an event number and the thread that produced the data that is read by this event and the event number in the producer thread as well along with the adress range.Synchronization event holds the type of the synchronization call (in this case a pthread call type) and the address of synchronization structure so that we are able to deduce which threads participate in that synchronization event.



Getting SynchroTrace Capture tool
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 Standalone version of Sigil with synchronization intercepts 
is provided @ https://github.com/dpac-vlsi/Sigil
 Build and run instructions in above link
 Example also provided in Sigil/example
 FFT 8 threads, base problem size (M=16)
 Bash script to generate traces
 Also described on the same page

 Will go through this example during hands-on

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 15 about where to get SynchroTrace.

https://github.com/dpac-vlsi/Sigil
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Event-Trace Replay Framework
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 Traces processed in replay mechanism, which interfaces with ‘uncore’ 
simulators

 Prototype simulation framework integrated with Ruby and Garnet
 1-CPI timing model
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next is the replay framework.Essentially takes the event traces and converts them to memory requests that can feed into an uncore simulator and it should manage the timing of the thread progress as well.You can think of it as a 1 CPI timing model hooked up to an uncore simulator.So these are the pieces involved in the replay framework.* Trace translator is responsible for converting events in the trace to memory requests and timing events in the event queue manager.* The event queue manager is in charge of scheduling events at the right time and has the notion of wall-clock time for the entire application. It calculates the time that would be needed for compute operations and it also controls when memory requests are injected in that wall-clock time progress.* The thread scheduler is responsible for mapping threads to cores. You could have more threads than there are cores. It has a lightweight scheduling mechanism, similar to an OS's round robin scheduling mechanism. Also needs to control what to do to when it encounters synchronization events. So it has queues for critical sections and queues for barriers where threads wait while the synchronization condition gets resolved. * And finally the memory request manager forms the interface to an uncore simulator model. It is the only component that we need to change if you want to plug different uncore simulator models.



Event-Trace Replay Framework
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 Trace events converted to timing events and memory 
requests

 Central event queue in charge of “Timing” thread progress
 Based on compute operations and memory timing
 Controls when to issue memory requests
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
2. Pushed into event queue for simulation at the appropriate times for each thread.“Compute time” is calculated. * Trace translator is responsible for converting events in the trace to memory requests and timing events in the event queue manager.* The event queue manager is in charge of scheduling events at the right time and has the notion of wall-clock time for the entire application. It calculates the time that would be needed for compute operations and it also controls when memory requests are injected in that wall-clock time progress.



Event-Trace Replay Framework
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 Thread Scheduler
 Creates/Manages Thread State
 Smartly swaps threads on to cores
 Generates appropriate action for synchronization events

 Can be modified for OS thread scheduling research!
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Presentation Notes
2. Mapping - Multiple threads per core. Round robin. 3. Generates appropriate action for synchronization events such as: 1. queues for critical sections 2. queues for barriers* The thread scheduler is responsible for mapping threads to cores. You could have more threads than there are cores. It has a lightweight scheduling mechanism, similar to an OS's round robin scheduling mechanism. Also needs to control what to do to when it encounters synchronization events. So it has queues for critical sections and queues for barriers where threads wait while the synchronization condition gets resolved. 



Event-Trace Replay Framework
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 Memory Request Manager
 Interface to Cache and NoC simulators
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Presentation Notes
2. Interface can change based on simulation models used, so this will change for new simulators.* And finally the memory request manager forms the interface to an uncore simulator model. It is the only component that we need to change if you want to plug different uncore simulator models.



Replay Integration with simulator
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 Recall: Replay code must be integrated with uncore
models

 Current Replay hooked up to Gem5’s Cache and 
NoC simulators (Ruby + Garnet)
 Most tested SynchroTrace release is with Gem5 version 

from April 2013
 Newer release with latest Gem5 in testing with support 

for Gem5’s classic memory

 WIP: Replay integrated with other simulators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So recall that replay code needs to be integrated with a uncore simulator model. The current version that we have is hooked up to gem5's cache and NoC simulator called Ruby and Garnet. Most tested release is from gem5 April 2013. Newer release has not been significantly tested yet. Has support for classic memory not just ruby.We will open that up as soon as we get through some testing there.WIP integrating replay with other simulators.



Getting Replay
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 Get the Replay code @ https://github.com/dpac-
vlsi/SynchroTrace
 Integrated with Gem5 – Standalone copy
 Build and run instructions provided in above link

 Building
 Ensure system is configured appropriately to run gem5. 

Info on gem5 configuration is available at 
http://gem5.org/Dependencies

 Will go through build and run example during 
hands-on

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting Replay

http://gem5.org/Dependencies


Running Replay
23

 Running – steps on Github
 Sample traces from Sigil run are provided
 FFT 8 threads, base problem size (M=16)

 Example can also be run
 Perl script to run: run_synchrotrace_fft.pl

 Gem5 usually run with a python configuration script
 We provide SynchroTrace configuration script
 Script connects the Replay code to Ruby

 Can modify configuration script to avail of plethora 
of gem5 cache and NoC models!
 Visit http://www.gem5.org/Ruby

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Running Replay
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Memory/NoC Design Space 
Exploration

25

 Goal:
 Is trace-based simulation of multi-threaded applications 

a viable solution for design space exploration?
 Lets compare to Gem5!

 Methodology:
1. Apply area constraints
 75%, 33% of max area in subset design space

2. Apply equivalent Power constraints on SynchroTrace and 
Gem5

 75%, 33% of max power in subset design space
3. Find the highest performing design point within constraints 

and compare between frameworks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we will look at a small DSE study that we did as part of the publication for SynchroTrace. The goal is to establish that trace-based is a viable solution.The methodology that we used is to pick the best performing designs among a design space were we have power and area constraints applied to that design space.



Memory/NoC Design Space 
Exploration

 8-Core CMP

 8-Threaded Splash2
and PARSEC benchmarks

 16 Total Design 
Configurations

26

TABLE I: Cache Design Parameters
Cache 

Configurations Cache Sizes
SS (Small) L1 I/D = 4kB; L2 = 256kB

MM (Medium) L1 I/D = 16kB; L2 = 1024kB
LL (Large) L1 I/D = 32kB; L2 = 2048kB

vLvL (Very Large) L1 I/D = 64kB; L2 = 4096kB

TABLE II: NoC Design Parameters
Network 

Configurations Network Parameters

VC_2
Virtual Channels = 2

Buffer Depth = 4

VC_4
Virtual Channels = 4

Buffer Depth = 4
BW_4 Link Bandwidth = 4 Bytes
BW_16 Link Bandwidth = 16 Bytes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
8 core CMP, 16 design configurations, varying cache parameters from small to large. NoC design parameters (virtual channels, buffer depth, link bandwidth as well).We used a collection of splash2 and parsec benchmark, all 8 threaded as well (some parsec have 9 threads but the scheduling mechanism is able to handle it).DETAILS:Baseline CMP configurationFixed in-order “core model”, 1 GHz Clock8-core CMP, 2-level cache, directory-based MESI protocolL1 – Private, Assoc 4L2 – Shared, Assoc 864-byte cache line65nm NoC and cachesOrion 2.0, Cacti 6.5



Uncore Power vs. Performance
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 SynchroTrace and Gem5 Comparison
 Trends match
 Relative CPIs between design points within 97%
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Presentation Notes
So let’s look at what the design space seems like in both SynchroTrace and a stock gem5 version. This gem5 version was configured to be 1 IPC as well in order to match with SynchroTrace 1 IPC model.Performance, lower is better (CPI). Power, lower is better too. The trends matchup between SynchroTrace and gem5 in the power-performance curve. And you'll find that although the absolute performance is predicted to be lesser than the equivalent design point of gem5 the ratio of performance between any two design points in SynchroTrace and gem5 match within 97% as we found. So it can be used to compare designs relatively without any problems.



Uncore Power vs. Performance
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 Apply Area Constraints (75% and 33%) and Power
Constraints
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Presentation Notes
Area Constraints: 650mm^2 and 285mm^2Power Constraints: 50W, 22WHere is an example with area and power constraints applied. Solid is power, dashed is area. 75% area and power constraint applied some design points do not apply anymore. With both 75% and 33% constraint both SynchroTrace and gem5 pick the same design, ensuring that SynchroTrace can be used for DSE quite comfortably. One other thing I should mention 75% area constraint means that we are eleminating the designs that are more than 75% of the design with the most area in the design space (similar for power).



Uncore Power vs. Performance
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 Accuracy - Identical design points selected
 Speedup - SynchroTrace up to 13.4x faster than 

Gem5
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Area Constraints: 650mm^2 and 285mm^2Power Constraints: 50W, 22WSo we have noted that we have accuracy, able to select the identical design points to gem5 (with SynchroTrace). With this configuration we were able to get up to 13.4x speedup over gem5 in exploring the design space (in simulation time).
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Optimization 1 – Trace Compression
31

 Merge Events together (up to 74% reduction in size)
 Estimate cycles for cache hits after a miss in Replay
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Will help when tracing memory-
intensive applications!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One was trace compression, the examples encapsulate compute operations and allow up to 1 memory operation in a computation event, but if we relax that constraint and allow multiple memory operations in a computation event then in this example here were computation events x and y separately exist they can be merged in a single computation event.This optimization allows huge reduction in the trace size. In fact a big component of trace-based simulation is just reading in and out the file and all the events in the trace, so there is a potential for speedup and a potential to improving the amount of storage for the traces. So we found that lumping even 100 memory reads and writes in a single computation event did not affect accuracy by more than 2% or 3%.CACHE HITS ESTIMATION: Also what we can do with this trace were we have merged events, is since we store only the unique address in computation or communication events we don’t need to store addresses that are read or written more than once; we don't need to store again and again, basically we just store them once and count the number of reads and writes. So that way we are able to estimate cycles for cache hits and only play misses in the uncore model thereby saving simulation time.



Optimization 2 – Trace-Filtering
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 Post-process trace with Filter Cache
 Filter local cache hits within trace with an 8kB fully 

associative filter cache
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Will help when tracing long-
running applications!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another optimization is known as the filter cache were we filter the memory references across eventsbased on whether they hit in a small 8kB fully associative filter cache so we filter out a little bit of temporal locality and just account hit cycles for all the hits in the filter cache. This allows us to further compress the trace and also reduce the number of memory requests we actually play into the uncore model. With this we notice up to about 3-4% accuracy change.If you are interested more in this technique you can look at our publication which also show how the accuracy in DSE changes, we pick again the same design points compared to gem5.



Optimizations – Speedup
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last thing that I wanted to show to you is the speedup that we got with the optimizations enabled. Explain the legend. The speedup is in the y-axis normalized to gem5's simulation time. We notice speedup from 5x to 8x with speedup enabled.Overlook the 1CPI. If we want a large number of cores, in-order is ok according to ARM.



Conclusions
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 Non-determinism – Essential to model for multi-threaded 
applications in trace-based simulation
 Extended Sigil to capture Synchronization

 Traces for Multi-threaded Applications

 Created a prototype multi-threaded trace-based simulator
 Replay mechanism to interface the traces to architecture models

 Advantages of SynchroTrace
 Advantages of Trace-based approach – Portability, Speedup, 

Scalability
 But for multi-core era!

 Used for efficient and accurate design space exploration

 Can leverage trace-based optimizations to improve simulation speed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I presented that non-determinism was essential to model.We extended the sigil that was presented in the previous session to capture synchronization as well.We were able to generate and replay traces in a custom replay mechanism. Which can interface to any type of uncore architecture model.We also presented a prototype that has been integrated with gem5.Important features are:Synchrotrace has all the advantages that come with a trace-based approach.We also show that we can do efficient and accurate DSE.And that we can leverage trace-based optimizations to improve simulation speed. Probably several more optimizations to try.



Re: Getting SynchroTrace
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 Available at https://github.com/dpac-vlsi
 /Sigil
 /SynchroTrace

 Simple build and run instructions
 Examples for a starting point

 Modify and configure to explore a variety of designs!

 Questions? Contact
 sid.nil@gmail.com
 ks499@drexel.edu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steps involved to run SynchroTrace.

mailto:sid.nil@gmail.com
mailto:ks499@Drexel.edu
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